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BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER

1) Apologize me for my english language!
2) I am not an expert in physics, chemistry and biology of the WATER. I am a Geologist,
expert in Applied Geophysics to Hydrogeology and Water Resouce Research. I
worked worldwide also for United Nations.
In my job practise, I commonly conceive a Physical Model befor drilling the
well: if the presence of water doe not confirm my Model I change it
according to the experimental evidences.
The Mathematical model used to deal with the phenomenon comes after
the confimation of the General Physical Model that is confirmed by the
results of the drilling and the pumping tests.

BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER

My keynote outlines the most relevant STEPS of an extensive experimental campaign
performed by a large group of researchers. Some of the results are presented in the
paper (finally in press on Journal of Water), titled: «Unexpected thermal properties of
water diffusion in very porous materials». The paper was submitted to several
international journals as Nature, Science, etc. but it was rejected for its
UNCONVENTIONAL approach to CAPILLARITY, that can be considered «HERETICAL».
These journals rejected the paper by disputing the conclusions drawn from the
experimetal evidences. These latter were not been confuted, at all!
The conclusions were not aligned with the «accepted» scientific theories and models.
Thank you to «Water Conference» team for the kind invitation!
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PREMISES ON WATER COOLING IN POROUS MATERIALS

In Ancient time, people living in the Mediterranean basin shared the common
use to STORE THE FRESH WATER through the following means

Wet wool tatters or natural fibers wrapping glass bottles, leather case and
terracotta

The main objective to be addressed was:
To understand whether these traditional methods work as COOLING ENGINES or
INSULATORS .

EVIDENCES FROM DAILY EXPERIENCES

1 –The mentioned methods of fresh water storage can be considered THERMAL
ENGINES as the cooling systems based on EVAPORATING SURFACES or
«micronized water» (suspending small drops of water in the air).
2- The common experience shows that if a bowl filled with water is exposed to

the sunshine the water temperature is not kept constant or does not decrease.
Thus, it seemed reasonable to focus on the Material of the water bin and its
interaction with the water itself and the cooling effect.
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EVIDENCES FROM DAILY EXPERIENCES

Among the possible bins, the ceramic ones known as «TERRACOTTA» have been
considered and studied because they are highly performing in water cooling effect and

experimental conditions were easier reproduced and controlled on them. The
TERRACOTTA does not exchange liquid water with the environment they cool the
water or they keep it at a lower temperature than the sarrounding environment.
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EXPERIMENTS ON TERRACOTTA BRICKS

A dry terracotta brick was immerged in tap water: a naked eye
can see the capillary rise. If this phenomenon is observed through
a thermocamera, it can be noted that whereas the capillary
water front rises the temperature decreases in that portion of
the brick that is saturated.

time
When the whole brick is saturated its internal temperature is lower than both the
environment and the feeding water.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCES ON TERRACOTTA BRICKS

OBSERVATIONS

Higher rates of capillary rise are associated with larger temperature reductions
(higher cooling capacity).
Terracotta bricks that are characterized by higher porosity show faster capillary
rise.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCES ON TERRACOTTA BRICKS

From the preceding observations some QUESTIONS arised:
1- Provided that the specific heat of water is equal to 3-4 times the one of the solid
scheleton, why porous materials are colder than their feeding water?
2- How can the sample-brick internal temperature be kept constantly lower than
the surrounding environment?
3- Does exist any relationship between the amplitude of the cooling effect and the
rate of the capillary rise?
4- Does exist any relationship between the velocity of capillary rise and the maximum
height of the rise?
5 – Can the temperature decrease inside the terracotta bricks be considered a
phenomenon of «internal cooling» completely related to the evaporating surfaces?
In order to answer the preceding questions
a comprehensive bibliographic survey was undertaken.

We believed that the evaporating surfaces cannot explain the phenomenon.

RESULTS FROM BIBLIOGRAPHIC SURVEY

Water propagation within porous media is a topic studied from several different

disciplines and for many purposes and applications. Consequently, several mathematical
and physical models are used:
• Diffusion in porous media (Fick (1885) , Massari (1993), Hall (1981), Hall and

Hoff(2002));
• Capillary rise: by single capillary perspective (Jurin - Borelli, Roura (2007));
multiple capillarity (Young (2004), Xiao (2006)).

by

RESULTS FROM BIBLIOGRAPHIC SURVEY
Thus the thinner the space in
which the water can travel, the
further up it goes according to
the following expression (Jurin):
2𝛾cos(𝛼)
ℎ=
𝜌𝑔𝑟

(1)

Where ρ is the liquid density,
g is the gravity acceleration, γ is
the unit weight, α is the angle
between the liquid surface and
the capillar edge, r is the
capillar radius.

Roura (2007) tries to explain the capillary phenomenon
by givin practical values to the quantity in Equation 1.
He derives the plot below.

Although a large amount
of scientific studies were found,
some aspects of the water
propagation in porous media
were still difficult to be
modelled
and
were
not
definitively explained by a
unique model.

2.5 m

RESULTS FROM BIBLIOGRAPHIC SURVEY

e.g.: The height reached by moisture in the ancient brick walls.

FURTHER RESULTS FROM BIBLIOGRAPHIC SURVEY

Another experimental outcome hardly to be reasoned by the traditional
models is the low freezing temperature of the water in the brick

walls: Why brick walls do not freeze in cilly winter days whereas
my car radiator does if I don’t pour the anti-freezing fluid?
(Figure on the left)
Dependence of the freezing temperature
of pore water in cylindrical capillaries on
the pore radius according to the J. Nei
(1982).

FURTHER RESULTS FROM BIBLIOGRAPHIC SURVEY

Recently, Hassanizadeh in his Henry Darcy Lecture (2012) confirmed that the traditional
models used to deal with the water propagation in porous media do not satisfactory
explain the physical evidences experienced. He highlighted :

PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT THEORIES OF MULTIPHASE FLOW :
1) Pressure gradient and gravity are assumed to be the only driving forces.
Commonly, effects of all other forces are lumped into coefficients.

2) In particular, interfacial forces and interfacial energies are not explicitly taken into
account. This is unacceptable.
3) There is discrepancy between the theory and measurement. Capillary pressure curves
are measured under equilibrium conditions and then used under non-equilibrium (flow)
conditions.
4) Capillary pressure is believed to go to infinity. Nonsense!

RESULTS FROM BIBLIOGRAPHIC SURVEY
To tackle the capillary rise and water diffusion in brick walls, a few patents based on the
emission of the electromagnetic waves weakly impulsive were released (e.g. DOMODRY
2008 that flatten the capillary in brick walls.

Because of such a method works
quite good, this means that the
capillary
rise
implies
the
existance of electric fields within
the capillary system.
The use of electromagnetic
emissions
is
aimed
at
depolarizing the capillary system
according to the model of
«Helmotz double layer of electric
charges» ..

FURTHER RESULTS FROM BIBLIOGRAPHIC SURVEY

From the preceding survey, three conceptual models for water propagation in
porous media are used:
1- diffusion;
2- capillary rise;
3- electric field.
Another model concerning an electric field is the model by Pollack (2013) that
explains the capillary by means of the fourth phase of water. I will come back
later to this model.
A COMMON CHARACTER OF THE THREE MODELS
When the temperature reduction had been releaved it was attributed to the
effect of the evaporating surfaces except from Pollack model.

The cooling effect generated by the capillary rise was
neither observed nor considered or studied.

FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGNS

Thus, another laboratory experimental campaign was performed avoiding the use of
traditional physical and mathematical models.

The main objective was to create terracotta materials characterized by different values
of physical parameters. The reduction of internal temperature due to the capillary rise
were recorded and related to the changed physical parameter. These experiments were
performed under controlled environmental conditions.

Nonetheless, a problem was the mineral clay composition of these terracotta materials:
the minerals in the clays change significantly from site to site, as shown from the following
two difrattometric analyses.
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MINERAL COMPOSITION OF MODIFIED TERRACOTTA BRICKS

Olocenic
formation
from a quarry
at Rovigo
(RO - Italy)

Pleistocenic
formation
from a quarry
at Chieti
(CH - Italy)

FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGNS
Then, in order to avoid the large variability in clay minerals, the new terracotta materials
were manufactured with one type of clay, taken from only one quarry. The ceramic
samples were characterized by different physical parameters concerning the capillary rise
and the vapor diffusion. The results in terms of internal temperature decrease were related
to the changes in physical parameters that maximize the cooling effect.
For the temperature measures, thermometers within the sample (Tc) and thermocamera
observations (Tr) were used and performed. Finally, the difference between the measured
radiant temperature Tr and the kinetic temperature Tc was minimized by dark coloring
(grey or black) the external faces of the samples: in these samples the measured difference
between Tr and Tc has the order of magnitude of 10-1 °C.
The thermocamera enabled to measure some parameters
characteristics of the diffusion and the capillary rise of the
water in the samples.
In addition other two parameters were measured:

- INTERNAL PRESSURE
- THERMAL STRESS
These are the devices used.

1- EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN: Capillary Porosity
Some physical parameters relating to capillary were changed and measured on each
TERRACOTTA sample:
-Total porosity
-Capillary porosity
-Porosity spectrum
-Volume, shape and surface (evaporating sarfaces) extentions
Commercial bricks

Modified bricks

Some interesting results were observed and shown below…

1- EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN: Capillary Porosity
Samples that
achieved a thermic
steady state in
1h

1- EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN: Capillary Porosity

Capillary rise versus
time.

SOME OBSERVATIONS FROM EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN
Commercial bricks

Capillar Porosity: 23%

Modified bricks

Capillar Porosity: 54%

- The higher the porosity the faster the capillary rise;
- The faster the capillary rise the cooler the bricks.
THUS THE COOLING EFFECT HAS BEEN MAXIMIZED BY INCREASING THE
CAPILLARY POROSITY

2- EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN: the influence of the sample shape
The influence of the sample shape on the
cooling effect of the capillary rise was
investigated. The figures show that the
thermal effect proceeds through diffusion
points. The cooling is contemporary to the
capillary rise: the rise can be detected by a
naked eye whereas the cooling was
observed by means of the thermocamera.
The cold front goes ahead with the
capillary rise.
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3- EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN: the Influence of the evaporation surface

A unique brick shape was used,
whereby the original brick was
cut into two equal parts. The
thermal effect of capillary rise
was investigated by keeping
the cut surfaces in contact or
not. The different extention of
the evaporating surfaces did
not change the magnitude of
the

temperature

within the samples.

decrease

3- EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN: the Influence of the evaporation surface
The temperature inside the brick
The results confirm that the evaporation surfaces cannot explain either the cooling
magnitude either the cooling distribution inside and outside the sample and the HOLES
drilled in the sample AT THE SAME DEPTH.
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4- INVESTIGATION CAMPAIGNS – water behavior like gas
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5- INVESTIGATION CAMPAIGNS – water behavior like gas
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6- INVESTIGATION CAMPAIGNS – gas behavior like water

t

7- EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN: Internal pressure
Within the investigated sample, made up of the best cooling material (with ΔT [°C] = -7
with the following ambient conditions: 23,5°C and 50% relative humidity) a
vacuometer was installed in the hole red circled. Here a depression was measured of
about 50 mbar (Anyhow, it is well known that the pressure of a capillar is lower than
the external pressure).

8- EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN: thermal stress
Tests where performed by inducing thermal stresses:
1) Installing RHEOSTAT inside the samples;
2) Working in steady (wind velocity lower than 1m/s) and WINDY environment
Temperature variation applying
approximately 25W

≈220 V

Temperature variation applying
approximately 14W

≈220 V

t0

9- INVESTIGATION CAMPAIGNS – thermal stress
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a
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9- EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN: thermal stress

Some results concerning the last experiment:
1) The difference of the temperature of the incoming and outgoing air through the
fans was about a few tenths of hundredth of degree centigrade (°C)
2) The total energy used in this test was about 80% of the energy consumed for water
evaporation

It is worth noticing that if the resistor is dived into the same volume of water where
the brick is removed (the water volume is characterized by an evaporating surface
extension similar to the previous one) after 12 hours the resistor reaches a temperature
of 42°C (instead of 23°C maintaned by the wet brick).

CONSIDERATIONS ON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Some experiments such as the clepsidra and the ball suggest to relate the capillary rise
to the more general DIFFUSION phenomenon at least when the system is far from the

equilibrium.
The evidence of the high capillary rise in ancient brick walls and the very low freezing
temperature cannot be easily explained. This could be due to the weakness of the

model used. Anyway, in those bricks the set of the pore sizes is variable and not ad hoc
designed.
The evidence that the capillary rise can be smashed down by means of applied pulsant
electromagnetic fields show that the phenomenon (capillary) needs a more complex
model to be explained.
THE STARTING MODEL SHOULD BE ELECTROSTATIC OR ELECTRODYNAMIC
MODEL

CONSIDERATIONS ON EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Among the electrodynamic models two can be considered suitable for the case:
1) The double layer of charges by Helmotz

2) The fourth phase of water by Pollack

The main difference between the preceding models is that Helmotz model relies on the
surface effect of the material on the water at a molecular scale; whereas Pollack model
conceives a dissociation (separation) of water molecules in OH- and H+.

PHYSICAL MODEL TO INTERPRET THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to choose the best model we made a litmus test (with litmus paper) posed on
the top of the brick after the water has been rised up to the top from the bottom of the
brick.

The result was the «zucchini effect» that is the evidence that the pH varies through the
horizontal section of the porous media, according to Pollack model.
It is worthy to notice the correspondence of these three pictures.

Signanini (2014)

Pollack (2013)

Pollack (2013)

Conclusions

The modified terracotta brick resembles to behave as the Nafion battery described by
Pollack (2013):
𝐻2 𝑂𝑛 + 𝐸0 𝐻2 0− (ez)+𝐻2 𝑂𝑝 (+)
If the battery works it gives:

𝐻2 𝑂

(−)

(𝑒𝑧)

+ 𝐻2 𝑂𝑝 (+)

𝐻2 𝑂𝑛 +𝐸1

E1 is the electrical energy produced. Its magnitude is equal or proportional to Eo. My
process likely works as follows:
𝐻2 𝑂𝑛 + 𝐸01

𝐻2 0− (ez)+𝐻2 𝑂𝑝 (+) + E2 H20 vapor or steam

E01 is the amount of energy needed to generate EZ phase of water.
E0 can be measured as it is related to the electrical energy produced. E0 is the Energy
associated with the wave length of the visible and thermal infrared spectrum (as
reported by J. Pollack).
In my case (modified terracotta brick), this energy can be seen in the frequency band
= 8-14m that is characteristic of the thermal energy. This is true in the case of the
porous material brick (we worked with a thermo-camera with = 8-14 m).

Conclusions

Cooling Effect: How does it work? The temperatures achieved inside the brick cannot be truly

explained through the extension of the evaporation surfaces.
Instead, a complex ELECTRO-THERMODYNAMIC phenomenon takes place!

Pollack’s theory is able to explain the observed effects:
1. Cooling effect related to the capillary porosity and the influence of the evaporation surfaces
(according to Pollack theory, the cooling effect is due to the formation of H2O ez e H2Op. This
phenomenon is controlled by the capillary surfaces inside the porous medium: the less the capillary

diameter the higher the ratio 2 πrh / π2h = 2/r).
The evaporation surfaces work as the exhaust pipe of a car: if it is clogged the car engine doesn’t
work, but it is not responsible for the process taking place inside the engine!

Conclusions

Cooling Effect: How does it work? The temperatures achieved inside the brick cannot be truly

explained through the extension of the evaporation surfaces.
Instead, a complex ELECTRO-THERMODYNAMIC phenomenon takes place!

Pollack theory is able to explain the observed effects:
2. Water like gas behaviour inside the brick: the protonized water is lighter and goes up; The
pressure reduction can be explained by the fact that H2Oez is denser and it adhers to the surface,
whereas the protonized water is lighter. This process is confirmed by the figures related to the

shape effect and the pressure measures

Conclusions

Pollack theory is able to explain the observed effects:

3. Thermal Stress (the passage from the bulk water to dissociated water needs a large amount of
energy that is taken from the latent thermal energy held in the environment)
4. Litmus test (it confirms the existance of an electric field generated by the water dissociation. This
electric effect cannot be related to the water polarization)
5. Starting from Pollack’s theory it is possible to explain also the results of phenomena described in
bibliography, that are:
- Lower than 0°C freezing temperatures in porous media;

-

Electromagnetic fields that depolarize the electric field resulting in lowering the capillary fringe

-

Very high capillary fringe in ancient brick walls

One more experiment
LOOKING AT THE THERMO-ELECTRIC FIELD INVOLVED IN THE «CAPILLARY
RISE», A NEW EXPERIMENT HAS BEEN PERFORMED.

I conceived and built a device called METABRICK that is made up of the
modified terracotta brick, with a hole 1 cm deep on its upper surface where a
cellulose sponge was set.

One more experiment
LOOKING AT THE THERMO-ELECTRIC FIELD INVOLVED IN THE «CAPILLARY
RISE», A NEW EXPERIMENT HAS BEEN PERFORMED.

The brick is put in the water for about 1 cm.

One more experiment
LOOKING AT THE ELECTRIC FIELD INVOLVED IN THE «CAPILLARY RISE», A
NEW EXPERIMENT HAS BEEN PERFORMED.
Water risen through
the brick is cooler than

the water in the plate
(incoming water)

One more experiment
LOOKING AT THE ELECTRIC FIELD INVOLVED IN THE «CAPILLARY RISE», A
NEW EXPERIMENT HAS BEEN PERFORMED.
water in the plate
shows 24-25°C;

water in the sponge
shows 21°C

One more experiment
LOOKING AT THE ELECTRIC FIELD INVOLVED IN THE «CAPILLARY RISE», A
NEW EXPERIMENT HAS BEEN PERFORMED.
Capillary

water

dropping

out

is
the

sponge.
It is cooler than the
incoming water.

In the time of one night the dish got empty and the ashtray was full of water!

One more experiment: CONCLUSIONS…

• The water adsorbed by porous media can be extracted through the capillary
effect
• This extracted water has a different chemical and physical properties
compared to the starting water
• This extraction can be undertaken without any mechanical work
• To make the preceding work the latent energy and the water thermal energy
are used
• This evidence suggests that water can be extracted from deposits that are
nowadays considered impermeable (e.g. silts and clays)

A LOT OF WORK TO DO…..I HOPE TOGETHER!

Conclusions
Under the previous hypotheses:

1) the limit in the maximum height of the capillary rise will be related to the extension of
the Ez. This latter depends on the nature of the material. Then, the capillary rise is
directly related to (- ΔV) that is the variation in the weight of the suspended water
mass.
2) the bulk water gets to the most thin capallaries. Here it is polarized and then
substitutes the evaporated water. The amount of the polarized water determines the
Amplitude of the Temperature reduction even when the capillary rise is not increased.
3) whether it is assumed that the capillary rise occurs only if the protoned water does not
reach the maximum concentration, the rise will stop when + ΔV max is reached. In this
respect, the role of the multicapillarity is fundamental.

Conclusions

Finally, a few calculations were carried out on the energy produced by the
protonized water. This energy follows the Gibbs law and it is equal to
474.4KJ/mol, or 26,3 KJ per gramme.

The latent heat, on the contrary, is equal to 2.2 - 2,4 KJ per gramme ( 2.272 at
the boil temperature).
Thus, the latent heat is about 15 - 20 times lower than the Gibbs energy.
The Pollack model, when applied to the fluid dynamics and the
energy calculations show many promising applications in several
fields of Science!

